
Index

1, 1’ binaphtyl conformational twist 455

1, 3 cyclohexadiene ring opening in real

time 386

Ar+ + H2 stripping 23

collision-induced dissociation 23

above-threshold ionization, ATI

332

absorption, collision-induced 310

abstraction reaction 14

accommodation to the surface 480

action variable 198

activated adsorption 482

activation energy 1

definition 74

in transition state theory 254

negative 196

Tolman expression 79, 103

adiabatic limit 149, 268, 372

adiabaticity parameter 372

and momentum gap 374

and response time 373

for curve crossing 381, 382

radiationless transitions 392

adsorbate-induced surface reconstruction

476

coverage dependence 493

adsorption

activated 482

dissociative 90, 482

Langmuir isotherm 495

on stepped surfaces 486, 487

aligning molecules with polarized

radiation 398

with strong lasers 323

alignment 396

and orientation in surface scattering

412

in terms of quadrupole moment

409

in the spectator limit 415

of reaction products in a

chemiluminescent reaction 414

analog computation 200

angle of attack 14, 97

angle of deflection 111

angle-dependent barrier to reaction 96,

163

angle-dependent line-of-centers

model 97

angle variable 198

angular distribution

classical divergence in the forward

direction 119

for surface scattering 479

hard-sphere-like in the backward

direction 119

in complex mode reactions 140

forward-backward symmetry 140

in direct reactions 138

in photodissociation 280

in photodissociation by linearly

polarized light 281

in reactive collisions 8, 142, 237

of state-selected molecules 171

quenched by reactive scattering 143

rebound reactions 142

resonance scattering 145

spectator stripping 8

sprinkler model 139, 140, 422

angular momentum 49, 144

conservation 109

conservation of total angular

momentum 402

definition 110

degree of orientation and

alignment 407

disposal 405

in phase space theory 249

inelastic collisions 412

kinematic effects 402

polarization 402

sense of rotation 411

spherical basis vectors 408

vector correlations 419, 422

angular velocity 113

anisotropy parameter in

photodissociation 280

anti-Morse potential 198

Arrhenius activation energy 1, 75,

79

see also Tolman expression

Arrhenius equation 1, 74

by saddle-point integration 101

historical background 25

surface desorption 480

Arrhenius pre-exponential factor 1

high/low 255

see also entropy of activation, steric

factor

associative desorption 484

asymmetry parameter 422

atmospheric detergent 283

atmospheric photochemistry 281

atomic flames 179

atomic force microscope, AFM

230

ATP synthase motor 228

attractive potential 88

attractive potential energy surface 155,

179

autocatalytic process 497

Ba + HI kinematic constraint 403

opacity function from products’

rotation 404

backwards scattering 120

bacteriorhodopsin 386

photoisomerization 387

ballistic collisions 389

543
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544 Index

barrier height 152, 206

and barrier location

Evans-Polanyi model 162, 195, 268,

464

Hammond postulate 162

systematics 155, 466

in a reaction series 465

in a unified model 467

vs approach angle 96

barrier-crossing rate

Grote-Hynes correction 456

in the high friction limit 456

unified model for barrier crossing in

solution 464, 472

see transition state theory

benzene multiphoton ionization and

fragmentation 309

bimolecular spectroscopy 310

binning trajectory results 199

blackbody emission–molecular 274

bobsled effect 179, 192

bond breaking in real time 337

Born model for solvation 431

thermodynamic cycle 433

Born–Oppenheimer separation 148, 149

breakdown 193, 267

conical intersections 329

curve crossing 378

gap 357; how large is a large

gap? 270

in the transition state region 268

diabatic description of electronic states

380

exponential gap for non-adiabatic

transitions 382

radiationless transitions 272

picket fence model 275

bottleneck to reaction 212, 252

in solution 452

Br + HCl reaction

isotopic enrichment 324

laser pumped 324

Br + I2 reaction

from a restricted initial state 58

in real time 341

proceeding via the BrI2 intermediate

58

branching ratio 76

BrCH2COCl photodissociation

270

Breit–Wigner phase shift 135

profile 136

bright state 272

decay rate 275

revival 274

Brownian dynamics 175

brute force orientation 397, 424, 425

bumpy quasi-continuum 199

Butler-Volmer law 464

C2H2 spectra at increasing

resolution 277

C2H5 + O2 combustion reaction 156

Ca∗ + HCl electronic orbital control

399

cage effect 18, 19, 427, 442, 445, 459

coherence 447

in clusters 445

mechanical blocking 445

capture model 92, 107

cross-section 92

CARS spectroscopy 11

Cartesian contour maps 237

catalysis by enzymes 430

center of mass, definition 64

center-of-mass coordinate system 63

central collisions 117

centrifugal barrier 51, 53, 55

barrier to reaction 91

see capture model

centrifugal energy 112

centrifugal force 55

C H bond activation 4, 499

CH2=CH2
+ + CH2=CH2 complex mode

reaction 256

CH2CO photodissociation and

photoisomerization 294

potentials for photodissociation and

photoisomerization 294

unimolecular dissociation 295

CH3 + CF3 reaction, surprisal analysis

256

CH3Br photodissociation on LiF 490

CH3NO2 multiphoton

dissociation/isomerization 306

potential for dissociation and

isomerization 306

chaos 20

deterministic 174, 199

erasure of details 195, 218

long-time dynamics 261

pattern formation 20, 492

sensitivity to initial conditions 20

charge neutralization 107, 378

charge transfer 86, 385

adsorbate-surface 477

hardness 89

harpoon mechanism 86

in solution 437

oxidation-reduction 25

partial 156

rate constant 438

charge-directed action 227

chemical activation 216

chemical laser action 26, 359

chemiluminescence 6, 239

in four-center reactions 24

chemistry in space 107, 282

chemistry is local 4

chirped pulse 328

chirped pulses for stereodynamics

401

CHOCHO photodissociation 422

Cl + CD4 preferential DCl

alignment 418

Cl− + CH3Br reaction 226

Cl− + CH3Cl reaction, stereochemistry of

the transition state 188

Cl + CH4 peripheral reaction mechanism

416

approach geometry 415

reaction at different impact parameters

418

Cl + H2O reaction coordinate 299

Cl + HI reaction 4, 168

cone of acceptance 169

surprisal analysis 258

transition state spectroscopy 27

classical action 198

classical trajectories 11, 97, 170

complex mode 186

direct reactions 172

for energy transfer collisions 391

long times 261

Monte Carlo sampling 176

need for averaging 173

prompt 187

clocking bimolecular collisions 341

clocking by collisions 217

by fluorescence 217
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Index 545

clusters 445

cage effect in photodissociation 446

coulomb explosion 326, 332

dissociation of 223

size effects in cluster dynamics 473

van der Waals 58, 301, 375

CO oxidation on Pt 492

phase diagram 495

role of surface reconstruction 494

CO2 laser 368

coherence effects 354

decay of coherence 355

for processes in solution and/or in

large molecules 341

HgI2 photodissociation

Hg–I coherent vibration 340

in reaction products 340

see also interference

coherent control 29, 320

by interference 321

by two-photon ultrafast excitation

350

coherent rotational motion 353

coherent state 198, 336

coherent vibrational motion 18, 340,

349

coincidence measurements 423

collision cross-section 31, 34

as sum over partial waves 133

conservation 85

divergence in classical mechanics 57

for hard spheres 39, 57, 69

microscopic definition 56

velocity dependence 46, 70, 124

collision frequency 37

collision in the c.m. system 112

collision number, Zr 358

collision rate constant 68

collisional ionization 379

collisional relaxation 6

collision-induced absorption, CIA 310

collision-induced dissociation, CID 23,

170

collision-induced surface processes, CID,

CIM 482

collisions of the second kind 390, 392

combustion 156, 197

competitive unimolecular decay 326

complex energy 330

see also resonances

complex mode reaction 169, 185, 216

O(1D) + D2 14

sprinkler model 139, 140

computational chemistry 4, 26

forces 26

gradient methods 156, 198

on the fly 159, 223

surface chemistry 26

computing on the fly 159, 198

concerted vs. sequential bond forming

344

Condon approximation 328

cone of acceptance 95, 98, 163, 168,

395

Cl + HI 169

opens up when the reactant bond is

stretched 189

Rb + CH3I reaction 27

configuration integral, as a potential for

mean force 454

configuration of no return 202

conical intersection 150, 196, 197, 259,

268, 329

in the H3 potential 160

in the LEP(S) potential 161

in the ring opening of cyclohexadiene

388

motion towards 346

connectivity diagram 197

conservation of angular momentum 109,

110

conservation of total angular momentum

110, 402

constrained geometries 59

control 3

by interference 321

by pump and probe 350

by strong laser field 25, 322

by the environment 17

by two-photon ultrafast excitation 349

laser-induced association 99

limited by dephasing 352

of alignment 323

of branching ratio 321

of molecular machines 260

of surface reactions 20

of the impact parameter 57

parameters 321

reagent approach 395

through constrained geometries 59

transition state spectroscopy 12

with ultrashort pulses 348

cooling by supersonic expansion 289

cooperative behavior 260

coordinate transformation in reactive

collision 405

corresponding states 47

corrosion reactions 486

coulomb explosion 326, 332

cross-section 31

see collision cross-section, differential

cross-section, reaction

cross-section,

orientation-dependent

cross-section

crossed molecular beam scattering 12,

230, 236

cumulative reaction rate 208

curve crossing 378, 380

curve crossing model 87, 89

dissociative adsorption 483

excimer lasers 88

for dissociative chemisorption 90

reactive collisions 162

harpoon mechanism 86, 87;

experimental data 103

strong laser field 99

cyclobutene ring opening 344

cyclobutene ultrafast isomerization 344

cyclopentanone ultrafast

dissociation 345

D + I2 flux-velocity contour map 234

bent transition state 236

D2 + OH reaction 12

dark state 275

tiers 276

decay into a quasi-continuum 274

deflection function 113

definition 59

for hard spheres 114

for realistic potentials 115

from the potential 121, 123

from the phase shift 132

in direct reactions 142

delayed ionization 324

density functional theory 26

density of internal states 213

density of states 208, 243

density of translational states 242
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546 Index

dephasing 25, 338, 355

in an anharmonic potential 25

of wave-packets and pulse

shaping 355

desorption

associative desorption 484

laser-induced 490

electronic mechanism 490

trapping-desorption 479

detailed balance 248, 377, 479

at a given energy 248

for energy transfer collisions 389

in transition state theory 253

see also microscopic reversibility

deterministic chaos 174, 199

diabatic description of electronic

states 162, 380

dielectric constant 431

at high frequencies 436

in the interfacial region 462

diethyl ether multiphoton dissociation

307

differential collision cross-section 57,

118

classical divergence 118

hard spheres 119

non-reaction cross-section 143

reaction cross-section 140

differential reaction cross-section 140

rebound reactions 143

differential reaction rate, k(E) 208

diffraction mode 264

diffraction scattering 124, 478, 496

diffusion control 439, 443

rates 470

diffusion of absorbed species 480

diffusive energy regime 429

dilution factor 331

direct interaction product repulsion,

DIPR model 405, 425

direct reaction 14

angular distribution 138

collision trajectory 172

direct scattering 135

direct surface reaction 487

directed molecular states 353

directed nature of chemical bonding 394

dispersion constant 43, 70

dispersion energy 42, 43

disrotatory ring opening 344

dissociation of I2 on MgO 488

dissociation of van der Waals

adducts 223

dissociative adsorption 90, 482

on stepped surfaces 486, 487

potential energy surface 484

precursor well 484

role of internal energy 483

steric aspects 489

surface corrugation 485

dissociative chemisorption, curve

crossing model 90

distance of closest approach 53

by graphical construction 54

hard spheres 53

distributed (as) in photodissociation

(DIP) 261

distribution of maximal entropy 247

donor-acceptor electronic energy transfer

385

Doppler profile 288

Doppler spectroscopy 285, 370

dressed state 99, 100

dynamic bias 240

dynamic constraint 247

dynamics

at interfaces 459

at surfaces 475, 488

metal surfaces 498

barrier crossing 451

caging 445

complex mode 169, 216

in the condensed phase 17

Langevin 175, 199, 471, 489

long-time 261

migratory 200

of solvation 440

peripheral 106, 416

polyatomic 148

see also photodissociation,

stereodynamics

early release 179

effective potential 52

for an ion molecule reaction 91

Ehrenfest theorem 354

Einstein B coefficient 360

electrocyclic reactions 344, 392

electron affinity 87

vertical, adiabatic 107

electron transfer 28, 86

in solution 435, 473

strong coupling to the solvent 472

see also charge transfer

electronegativity 89

electron-hole pair excitation in surface

scattering 479, 489

electronic energy transfer 377

electronic orbital control 399

electronic predissociation 291

electronic quenching by harpoon

mechanism 380

electronically non-adiabatic processes

193, 268, 378

curve crossing 378

diabatic description of electronic states

380

exponential gap 382

gap 357

in surface-induced chemistry 477

in the transition state region 268

radiationless transitions 272

picket fence model 275

see also conical intersections

electrostatic interactions 42

Eley–Rideal mechanism 485

emission of light from a molecule that is

falling apart 158, 315

encounter of reactants in solution 443

energy and chemical change 179

energy diffusion regime 260, 451

energy disposal

in an exoergic chemical reaction 4

in ion-molecule reaction 23

in the spectator limit 23

of chemical reactions 239

energy gap law for radiationless

transitions 327

see also exponential gap, momentum

gap

energy profiles along the reaction

coordinate, adiabatic and diabatic

271

see also Evans-Polanyi, barriers

energy requirements of chemical

reactions 78, 184, 239

energy-rich collision intermediate 15,

186, 215

energy transduction 227, 260

energy vs. entropy of activation 307
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Index 547

entropy-controlled reaction 212

entropy of activation 102

desorption from surfaces 480

enzymatic reactions 258

in transition state theory 254

reactions in solution 430

entropy of evaporation 430

entropy vs. energy of activation 307

enzyme catalysis 261

Evans–Polanyi model 155, 162, 268

and LEP(S) potential function 195

and solvation 464

exchange forces 42

systematics 466

exchange forces 70

excimer lasers 88

exoergicity of a chemical reaction 5

exponential gap

bridged by light 374

Franck–Condon window 374

bridged by solvent 449

for electronically non-adiabatic

transitions 382

in terms of the adiabaticity parameter

374

in V V’ transitions 365

radiationless transitions 327

exponential gap principle 327, 359

see also energy gap, momentum gap

F + CD4 reaction 12

F + H2 reaction 10

ab initio potential 155

early downhill potential 154

HF chemical laser 359

history 197

surprisal analysis 240

F + HBr reaction, surprisal analysis 256

F2 + I2 mechanism 23

face-on or edge-on attack 399

Fano profile 135

Fermi resonance 331

in CO2 367

first hydration shell 432

flexible transition states 252

fluctuating force 175

fluctuations in the decay rates 330

flux 32

flux density 101

flux detector 261

flux of molecules incident on a surface

496

flux-velocity contour map 230

quantitative representation 236

force fields, understanding

regioselectivity 395

forward-backward symmetry 14

peaking for a collision complex 15,

421

forward scattering 120, 122

four-center reaction 2

mechanism 23

orbital symmetry 25

concerted vs. sequential 344

Fourier transform of pump-probe time

delay 351

Franck–Condon principle 18, 265

as an exponential gap principle 374

classical perspective 324

factor 265

factor diagonal 267

in emission 313

in the dressed states picture 100

window 100, 267

free energy of solvation 431

for charge transfer in solution 437

frequency domain measurements 313

frictional force 175

in surface scattering 489

fuel cell 462

hydrogen/oxygen cell 464

funnel mechanism for chemical lasers

361, 362, 386

funnel region in an energy landscape 156

funneling by a conical intersection 160

gain in a laser 362

gas-liquid interface 459

Gaussian coherent state 336

geminate recombination 19, 443

glory scattering 115, 133

oscillations 124, 127

gradient methods 156, 198

grazing collision 114

Grote–Hynes correction 456

H + CH2 CHCH2R chemical activation

217

H + CH2CF3 reaction, surprisal analysis

256

H + Cl2 preferred approach

geometry 166

H + D2 reaction energy disposal 11

steric factor 94

orientation dependence 97

H + FCl reaction, HF vibrational energy

distribution 182

H + H2 reaction 27

barrier height 96

electronic orbital steering 164

opacity function 95

reaction path 153

resonances 27

see also H + D2

H + HOH reaction 10, 27

exit channel effects 27

quantum mechanical computations 27

transition state spectroscopy 27

H + ICl reaction 168

H2 + I2 mechanism 23

H2
+ + He reaction 76, 170

H2O photodissociation 290

half collision 289

Hammond postulate 155, 162, 466

hard-cube model 478, 496

trapping 497

hard-ellipsoid scattering 406, 412

hard-sphere model 37

excluded volume 38

for energy transfer 389

for reactive collisions 194

hard-sphere potential 38

hardness 89

harp model 390

harpoon mechanism 86, 87

excimer lasers 88

experimental data 103

for excited states 104

H–atom transfer reaction 4

hierarchy of relaxation rates 358

Hellmann–Feynman theorem 197

hemoglobin adjusts to admit oxygen 188

heterodyne detection of interference 349

heterogeneous chemistry 475

HF chemical laser 359

Hg∗
2 excimer 318

HgI2 photodissociation

Hg–I coherent vibration 340, 342

probing the HgI fragment in real

time 339
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HNCO vibrationally mediated

photodissociation 297

HOD excited state potential 298

HOD vibrationally mediated

photodissociation 297

homogeneous broadening 302

HONO2 vibrationally mediated

photodissociation 296

hot atom chemistry 24

Hughes–Ingold proposition 427

hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell 464

I + HI reaction 417

ICl potential and spectrum 279

ICl∗ adds to double bonds 279

ICN photodissociation, duration of bond

breaking 339

imaging 66, 285, 329

surface processes 494

impact parameter 49

a measure of the angular momentum

60, 112

centrifugal barrier 53

centrifugal force 55

cone of acceptance can depend on 98

control of the impact parameter 57

cut-off for reactive collisions 86

deflection must vary 59

distance of closest approach 51

differential collision cross-section 57

maximal for elastic collisions 62, 134

rainbow 60

turning point 53

impulsive excitation 335

independent binary collisions, IBC

approximation 448

induction energy 42

inelastic collisions 356

collision number 358

molecule-surface scattering 413, 478,

489

role of electron-hole pairs 479

hard-cube model 478, 496

propensity 359

stereodynamics 411

temperature dependence 375

infrared chemiluminescence 10

infrared multiphoton dissociation 303,

305

inner-sphere effect 439

insertion reaction 14, 25

interface length scale 463

interfacial exchange 461

interfacial solvation 460

interference 61, 72

between direct and resonance

scattering 135

between wave-packets 348, 349

in collision-induced absorption 318

near the rainbow 62

of classical alternatives 63

of exit channels in photodissociation

283

intermolecular forces

dispersion 42, 43

electrostatic origin 70

exchange forces 42

long-range attraction 40

short-range repulsion 39

sources of 44

internal conversion 274

internal diffraction 328

interstellar chemistry 77

intersystem crossing 274

intramolecular vibrational energy

redistribution, IVR 218, 275, 291,

299

decay of coherence 355

picket-fence model 275

RRKM hypothesis 215, 218

solvent-induced 448

intrinsic barrier in a reaction series 465

inverse electronic relaxation 329

inverted regime 439

ion–molecule potential 42

ionic strength and reaction rate 469

ion-molecule reactions 77

capture model 92, 104, 107

reaction rate 225

role of solvation 427, 445

steric factor 104

Walden inversion 187

isomerization in solution 454

isotope separation by photoselective

excitation 279

by multiphoton dissociation 304

isotopic scrambling 294, 330

K + (CN)2 reaction 145

K + aligned HF 399

K + Br2 harpoon reaction 86, 87, 179

K + CH3CN reaction 145

K + CH3I rebound reaction 138

flux-velocity contour map 234

K + HBr alignment of KBr 402

Newton diagram 255

K + HCl shielding by rotation 189

K + I2 stripping reaction 138

Newton sphere 231

flux-velocity contour map 233

K + ICl stereodynamics 397

K + NaBr complex mode reaction 145

K + SO2 complex mode collision 145

KCl + NaBr complex mode reaction 184,

185

kinematic constraint 402

stripping limit 405

kinematic model 24, 405

angular momentum disposal 405, 423

kinetic energy along the line of centers

52, 68

kinetic energy release distribution, KERD

238

kinetic shift 333

kinetics of reactions on surfaces 495

Kramers’ theory 451

energy diffusion regime 451

high friction limit 455

recrossing of the barrier 457

turnover regime 452, 455, 458

weak-coupling regime 452

laboratory to the center of mass 64, 232

ladder climbing 306, 371

vs rare events 376

ladder switching 308

in the visible/UV 308

Lambert–Salter correlation 376

Landau–Teller temperature dependence

375

by saddle-point integration 389

deviations 389

Landau–Zener localized curve crossing

378, 383, 390, 392

adiabaticity parameter 382

transition probability 382

Langevin equation 175, 199, 471, 489

fluctuating force 175

derivation 470

diffusive energy regime 429
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Index 549

high friction limit 456

in surface scattering 489

memory term 471

Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson

reaction cross-section 92

also known as the capture model 92,

107

Langmuir adsorption isotherm 495

Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism

485

large molecule as its own heat bath 221

large molecules in the gas phase 490

laser

chemical pumping 26

funnel mechanism 361

CO2 368

excimer 88

gain 362

HF 359

population inversion 26, 360

Ti-sapphire 335

laser assisted

collisions 319

reaction Xe∗ + Cl2 320

recombination 100, 106

laser catalysis 333, 374

dressed state 99, 100

laser control 3, 320, 348

strong field alignment 323

strong field control 25

laser cooling 333

laser-induced desorption 490

electronic mechanism 490

laser-induced fluorescence, LIF 287

laser pumped Br + HCl reaction 324

see also coherent control, multiphoton

processes, pump-probe,

stimulated emission pumping

lasing on pure rotational transitions 363

law of cosines 479

learning algorithms 328

Lennard-Jones potential 41, 47, 68

parameters 48

reduced force constant 68

LEP(S) potential 159, 161

light atom attack 193

light atom transfer 192

Lindemann mechanism 215

exact kinetics 196

high pressure limit 216

line of centers model 93, 105

with a steric requirement 105

linear motor 230

linear response 472

linear surprisal 11, 246, 262

Liouville theorem 257

liquid–liquid interface 462

local modes 10, 300

localization by ultrafast excitation 15

localized curve crossing 383

localized non-adiabatic transitions 378

localized vibrational state

by funneling via a conical intersection

160

by ultrafast excitation 18

localizing electrons 353

London equation 159

London–Eyring–Polanyi(-Sato) LEP(S)

potential 159

conical intersection 161

long-range attraction to a surface 477

long-range potential 40

dipole-molecule 43

dispersion (van der Waals, London)

forces 43

ion–dipole 43

ion–molecule 42

long time classical trajectories 261

loose transition state 293

Lorentzian line profile 136

low energy electron diffraction, LEED

494

Marcus theory of electron transfer 18

at an electrode 462

detailed balance 470

inverted region 469

location of barrier 469

Marcus equation 437

mass spectrometry 257

mass weighted coordinates 181, 190, 194

dynamics 195

H + I2 195

mean force along the reaction coordinate

453

mean free path 31

compared to range of force 36

computed as a mean 33

determination by a scattering

experiment 31

mechanical bond 229

memory kernel 471

microscopic reversibility 9, 27, 253

see also detailed balance

migratory dynamics 200

minimum energy path 151

see also reaction coordinate

mode selective chemistry 9, 298

mode selective photodissociation 301

models of solvation 431

molecular beam scattering 26

molecular machines 188, 227

molecular mechanics 168

molecular rulers 463

molecular-orbital approach 163

momentum gap and adiabaticity

parameter 374

momentum gap rule 137

and adiabaticity parameter 374

monopole moment 409

Monte Carlo procedure 173

sampling 176, 195

theorem 199

Morse potential 68, 198

motor proteins 227

multi quantum transfer 366, 376

multiphoton dissociation 303

multiphoton ionization 308

statistical computations 309

multipole moments 409

multiplet of states 300

Myosin machine 227

Na + I collisional ionization 378

Na D line

absorption 318

emission detuned

to the red 315

to the blue 316

Na2 potentials and spectra 288

NaI dissociation in real time 384

nascent reaction products 6

negative activation energy 196, 197

Newton circle 65

Newton diagram 65, 232, 255

kinematic limitations 257

Newton sphere 230, 232

by imaging 285, 286

NO2 photodissociation 292

nodes, number of 266
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nonlinear kinetics 497

non-statistical dissociation 347

non-radiative decay lifetime 273

non-reaction cross-section 84

non-resonant ionization 332

non-RRKM behavior 218

normal modes of the solvent 474

number of collisions 67

O + CN reaction 193

O + CS reaction 181

CO vibrational distribution 183

O(1D) + D2 insertion reaction 15

collision complex mechanism 14

O(3P) + O2 + M recombination 282

O2 + C2H5 reaction 196, 197

O2 potentials and spectrum 282

O∗
2 adds to double bonds 279

opacity function 84

angular momentum limited 404

from non-reactive scattering 143

models 86

optical model 141

optical model 138, 142, 143

application to K + RI reactions 147

optically prepared state 275

see also bright state

orbital electronic control 399

in photodissociation 400

orbital following 400

orbital steering 165

in Ca + HCl 399

in H + H2 164

in H + Cl2 166

in photodissociation 401

orbiting 69, 71, 136

orientation

brute force orientation 397, 424, 425

in hexapole electric fields 395

in homogeneous electric fields 397

in terms of dipole moment 409

of symmetric-tops 395

orientation and alignment 396

geometrical view 410

orientation angle 13, 95, 397

laboratory vs. the c.m. system 108

orientation-dependent barrier to reaction

97

orientation-dependent reaction

cross-section 97

oscillations in catalytic oxidation 494

oscillatory kinetics 493

outer-sphere effect 440

overlapping resonances 331

overpotential 462

oxidation of CO on Pt 488

oxidation-reduction reaction 25

ozone layer 282

partial waves 129

expansion of scattering amplitude 132,

146

partition function

as phase space integral 453

as sum over states 214

factorization 214, 473

of internal states 214

pattern formation 20

in catalytic oxidation reactions 492

pendular states 397

pericyclic reactions 344

peripheral reactions 106

Cl + CH4 418

dynamics 416

I + HI 417

phase angle 198

phase shift 130

and deflection angle 132

and time delay 134

resonance 135

phase space theory 239, 249

photodissociation 287

cage effect 18, 427, 442

direct and indirect 289

in clusters 446

indirect dissociation 289

in solution 442

caging dynamics 445

of ketones 346

of van der Waals clusters 301

on surfaces 490

restricted geometries 490

surface aligned reaction 490

vibrationally mediated 295

photoisomerization 385

retinal 386

photoemission electron microscopy,

PEEM 495

photo-induced charge separation 385

PHOTOLOC technique 414

physisorption well 477

picket-fence model 275

coupling criteria 325

quantitative 325

plane wave 129

polar map of the potential 168, 169

of the H3 potential 189

polarizable continuum model 431

polarization of reaction products 27,

402

population inversion 7, 26, 360

potential contour map 151

potential energy landscape 156

potential energy surface 150, 196, 197

analytical form 197

attractive potential 88, 155, 179

computational chemistry forces 26

computing the potential on the fly 159,

198

cone of acceptance 14, 98, 394

Cl + HI 169

opens up when the reactant bond is

stretched 189

conical intersection 161, 340

in the H3 potential 160

in the ring opening of

cyclohexadiene 388

dissociative adsorption 484

early release 179

Evans–Polanyi model 162, 268, 464,

466

quantitative 195

F + H2 reaction, early downhill

potential 154

for dissociation and isomerization

of BrCH2COCl 270

of CH2CO 294

of CH3NO2 306

HOD excited state potential 298

London–Eyring–Polanyi(–Sato)

LEP(S) potential 159

repulsive potential surface 155

Sato modification of LEP

potential 197

potential of mean force 451, 452

power broadening 305, 332

in the visible/UV 308, 331

precursor 156, 498

in surface adsorption 485

well 484
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predissociation

by tunneling 137

electronic 291

pressure broadening 312

primary salt effect 469

prior distribution 239, 262

flux-velocity map 241

internal states 243

reduced energy variables 244

thermal-like 255

vibrational energy disposal 239

probability of electronically

non-adiabatic transitions 382

probing by mass spectrometry 343

product angular distribution by high

resolution Doppler spectroscopy

26

product repulsion 406

products angular distribution 8, 14

by crossed molecular beams 12,

15

by high resolution Doppler

spectroscopy 26

optical model 143

products rovibrational state distribution

11

by CARS spectroscopy

by classical trajectory computation

11

by crossed molecular beams 12

by IR chemiluminescence 6

by REMPI spectroscopy 11

by time of flight 12

products vibrational state distribution vs.

a Boltzmann distribution 6, 255

prompt dissociation 224

prompt trajectories 187

propagating the solution of the

time-dependent Schrödinger

equation 354

proteins connectivity 197

proton transfer from excited electronic

states 469

pulse shaping 328, 348

chirping 328

by learning algorithms 328

pump and ionize 345

pump-probe experiment for measuring

short time intervals 28, 338

pump-probe technique 10

quality of fit function 255

quantal scattering theory 125

quantum beats 301

quantum chemistry 4, 26

computing on the fly 223

gradient methods 156

quantum mechanics

interference 61, 135, 283, 318, 348

scattering 128, 130, 146

theory of inelastic and reactive

collisions 146

superposition principle 125, 146

quasi-bound states 293

quasi-classical trajectories method 174,

176

Monte Carlo 173

sampling 176

role of chaos 20, 195

quasi-diatomic model 338

quasi-equilibrium hypothesis 260

quenching collisions 312

kinetics 313

radial wave function 129

radiationless transitions 272, 329

adiabaticity parameter 392

energy gap law 327

picket-fence model 275

decay 274, 275

dilution factor 331

promoting mode 273

radiative emission from vibrationally hot

molecules 274

radiative lifetime 312

rainbow angle 115

rainbow scattering 60, 124

bright side 126

in rotational excitation 411

oscillations 127

quantal interference 126

random force 471

in surface scattering 489

random phase approximation 133

random walk in energy space 429

ratchet potential 227, 228

rate constant 73

for charge transfer 438

for relaxation 359

for state-selected reactants 81

for thermal reactants 74

for unimolecular dissociation 219

temperature dependence 73

rates of molecular collisions 36

rates of energy transfer processes 359

hierarchy of 358

Rb + CH3I reaction 94

stereodynamics 27

reaction

four-center 25

insertion 14

oxidation-reduction 25

reaction coordinate 151, 154

solvent motion participation 427, 459

reaction cross-section 75, 140

capture model 92

for oriented reagents 96

post-threshold energy dependence 98

microscopic definition 83

reaction path 152, 154

reaction probability 84

see also opacity function

reaction radius in solution 445

reaction rate constant 1, 68

energy-averaged 293

for complex-forming collision 224

for diffusion control 470

state-resolved products 82

state-selected reactants 81, 102

temperature dependence 74, 79

reaction series 465

barrier location and height 466

reactive asymmetry 94

reactive collision-induced light

absorption 319

reactive frequency 456

reactive reactants 79, 80

in transition state theory 258

reactivity in solution 464

realistic interatomic potential 41

rebound scattering 138

K + CH3I reaction 138

recombination

laser-assisted 100

third atom-assisted 257

reconstruction of surfaces 476

adsorbate-induced 476

recrossing of the transition state 258

in the high friction limit 459

reduced mass 49

definition 65
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reduced potential energy 46

reflection at an avoided crossing 271

relative velocity, definition 63

reordering at the interface 462

reorganization energy 436, 466

repulsive potential energy surface 155

resonance 27, 134, 135, 292

Breit–Wigner 136

complex energy 330

overlap 331

scattering 135

angular distribution 145

interference with direct 135

width 135, 330

resonance-enhanced multiphoton

ionization, REMPI 11, 308

resonance, vibrational 331

restricted geometries 13, 59, 160

in surface photochemistry 490

retinal chromophore 386

bound as a Schiff base to the protein

387

revival of the bright state 274

revival time 274, 354

Rg∗ + X2 reaction 89

rotational compensation 304

rotational energy transfer 373

in surface collisions 413

rotational rainbow 411, 426

rotational state, pressure broadening 313

rotaxane 229

rough surfaces do the chemistry 477

RRK, Rice, Ramsperger, and Kassel 259

rate constant for dissociation 221

RRKM theory 215

failure for photodissociation 301

for ion-molecule reactions 226

hypothesis 215, 218

rate constant 219

Rydberg tagging 12, 27, 290

saddle point 151, 152

sampling of initial conditions 173

Sato modification of LEP potential 197

scaled potential 47

scanning tunneling microscopy, STM

for imaging surface processes 475

scattering, elastic 109

scattering amplitude 125, 131

for partial waves 130

scattering angle 15

definition 28

scattering as a probe of the potential

119

scattering in velocity space 230

scattering matrix 130

scattering phase shift 130

and deflection angle 132

and time delay 134

scattering resonance 135

scattering wave function 128

second harmonic generation, SHG

spectroscopy 463

second virial coefficient 44

and time delay 146

in terms of the potential 46

selectivity of energy requirements 9, 249

for reactions with a barrier 182

sense of rotation 411

sensitivity to initial conditions 174

sequential coupling 276

shadow scattering 134

single molecule spectroscopy 229

size effects in cluster dynamics 473

Smoluchowski limit 472

SN1 reactions 154

SN2 ion-molecule reactions 188

gas phase 225

in solution 427

solvation 18, 90, 428

in Marcus theory 437

solvent-aided intramolecular energy

transfer 448

solvent hindered barrier crossing 455,

459

solvent-modified reaction

coordinate 457, 459

solvent reorganization 18, 435

solvent-separated (ion) pair 445

solvent viscosity, the strength of the

solvent-solute coupling 442

spatial control 326

spatiotemporal aspects of surface

chemistry 491

specificity of the energy disposal 9, 249

spectator bond 24

spectator limit 406

spectator model 7, 8

spectator stripping 8, 23, 138

K + I2 stripping reaction 138

spectroscopy of elastic collisions 310,

317

of the transition state 13, 27, 319

specular scattering 478

spherical harmonic addition theorem 421

spherical basis vectors 408

spiral patterns in catalytic oxidation 495

spreading of wave-packets 338, 353

sprinkler model 139, 140, 422

Sr + aligned HF 399

Sr + HF stereodynamics 425

Stark effect 331

statistical adiabatic channel model,

SACM 252, 292

steady state approximation 216

steering 188

orbital steering 165

steering forces 413

stepped surface dissociative adsorption

487

blocking the steps 498

stereodynamics 13, 187

early history of 394

inelastic collisions 411

structural adaptation during reaction

188

steric effect 163

in surface reactions 488

steric factor 94, 95, 99, 210

H + H2 reaction 95

in transition state theory 254

steric hindrance 97, 99

steric requirements of chemical reactions

13, 94

complex formation 262

sticky collisions 257

at interfaces 479

stilbene cis-trans photoisomerization 393

stimulated emission pumping, SEP 277,

351, 359

stripping 138

limit 405

strong coupling regime 263

strong field alignment 323

strong laser field control 25, 322

structural adaptation during reaction 188

structure-reactivity correlations 474

sudden approximation 406

sudden limit 265, 372

super-alkali atom 107
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super collisions 370, 389

super-halogen atom 107

superposition principle 125

supersonic expansion rotational cooling

289

surface aligned reaction 490

surface chemistry 29, 485

corrosion 486

direct reactions 487

dynamics 475, 488, 498

Eley–Rideal mechanism 485

kinetics 492, 495

Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism

485

laser-induced 490

surface corrugation 485

steering 413

surface coverage 476

surface electrons 490

surface reactions

direct 487

dissociative adsorption 90, 482

curve-crossing model 90

on stepped surfaces 486, 487

potential energy surface 484

role of internal energy 483

steric aspects 489

rough surfaces do the chemistry 477

trapping-desorption 479

surface reconstruction 476

adsorbate-induced 476

coverage dependence 493

surface scattering

electron-hole pair excitation 479, 489

hard-cube model 478, 496

specular 478

see trapping-desorption

surface steps

blocking the steps 498

dissociative adsorption 487

surface-aligned photochemistry 491

surprisal 240, 261

from consistency conditions 244

role of prior distribution 246

surprisal analysis from maximal entropy

247

surprisal analysis of energy disposal 246

CO vibrational distribution 184

HD vibrotational distribution 11

HF vibrational distribution 241

surprisal analysis of energy

requirements 245

temperature dependence of rate

constant 1

by saddle-point integration 101

Landau–Teller V T transfer 375

termolecular processes 257

tetramethyl dioxane (TMD)

photodissociation 300

thermal-like final state distribution 261

thermal-like prior distribution 255

thermionic electron emission 324

third atom-assisted recombination 257

to form ozone 282

three-step mechanism in the unified

model 469

threshold energy 76

collisional ionization 87

time correlation function 472

time delay 134

and second virial coefficient 146

from scattering phase 134

in resonance scattering 135

in direct reactions 145

time-delayed mass spectrum 345

time-dependent view of

spectroscopy 326

time domain experiments 334

time-energy uncertainty principle 15, 28,

311, 335

time it takes to break a bond 352

time of flight arrangement 12, 70

time-resolved experiments 334

time reversal 27

time scales of molecular processes 16

Ti-sapphire laser 335

Tolman expression activation energy 79,

103

total collision cross-section 34

as a function of velocity 40

conservation 85

total reaction cross-section 75, 140

trajectory computations 170

trajectory surface hopping 223, 387

transformation of coordinates from

reactants to products 423

transient dipole 311

transition dipole moment 43, 70

orientation 280

transition state as bottleneck to reaction

212

transition state region 12

transition state spectroscopy 13, 27, 319

organic anions 27

transition state switching 212

transition state theory 202

adsorption and desorption 497

desorption from surfaces 480

failure for photodissociation 301

for energy selected reactants 208

for thermal reactants 209

for unimolecular reactions 254

reactions in solution 471

the steric factor 210

variational 212

yield function 209

transitory modes 252

translational energy release 237, 357

translational energy requirements 78, 94

translational spectroscopy 285

transmission coefficient 455

trapping-desorption 479

energy distribution 480

in angular distribution 481

law of cosines 481

mechanism 480

Treanor distribution 364, 391

tunneling 71

resonance 137

width 137

turning point 53

see also distance of closest approach

uncertainty principle 16, 124, 137, 173

action–angle 198

position–momentum 124

time–energy 16, 28, 311, 337

unified model for chemical reactivity in

solution 464

rate of barrier crossing in solution 472

three-step mechanism 469

unimolecular dissociation 187

energy-averaged rate 293

picket-fence model 275

RRKM theory 215

unimolecular reactions 199, 215

chemical activation 216

clocking by collisions 217

competitive decay channels 326
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unimolecular reactions (cont.)

for ion-molecule reactions 226

Lindemann mechanism 215

exact kinetics 196

RRK rate constant for

dissociation 221

RRKM hypothesis 215, 218

failure for photodissociation 301

super-collisions 370

the bulk high pressure limit 220

transition state theory 254

unstacking of DNA base pairs 189

v, v’ correlation 419

for a collision complex 421

van der Waals long-range force

well 40

van der Waals clusters 58, 301, 375

variational transition state theory, VTST

252

vector alignment in K + HBr 403

vector correlation 281, 419, 422

in photodissociation 422

vector model 407

vertical transition 266

vibrational energy disposal 6, 10

attractive vs. repulsive potential 179

surprisal plot 241, 245

trajectory computations 181

bobsled effect 179

vibrational energy redistribution 218

picket-fence model 275

vibrational energy requirements 9, 10,

183, 249

vibrational predissociation 291

vibrational quasi-continuum 221

vibrational relaxation 358, 376

facile, of ions in solution 448

in solution 447

vibrational relaxation to intramolecular

solvent modes 448

vibrational relaxation coherence

448

vibrational resonance 331

vibrational state counting 220

vibrational wave functions in an

anharmonic potential 266

vibrationally mediated photodissociation

295

vibrational-vibrational energy transfer

363

virial expansion 45

vision as light-induced isomerization

385

V T processes 357

propensity 359

temperature dependence 375

V V processes in diatomics 364

in polyatomics 366

role of energy gap 365

Walden inversion 187

Walsh diagrams 167

wave function scattering 128

boundary conditions 129

in an anharmonic potential

266

nodes, number of 266

radial 129

rotation 407

wave-packet 17, 336

as a linear combination of stationary

states 17, 24

delocalization 24

dephasing 338

width of a resonance 135

width of a spectrum and the uncertainty

principle 312

Wigner–Witmer rules 329

Woodward–Hoffmann

correlation diagrams 352

four-center reactions 25

work function 494

Xe∗ + HX alignment of Xe∗X

415

Xe∗ + Cl2 laser-assisted 320

yield function 209

zero-point energy 198, 199, 391
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